
AP Chem HW 9-A  
Answers 

 
1. Use the electronegativity trend to predict the partial negative end and the partial positive end of 

the bond dipole (if there is one). To do this, you need to remember that H has electro-negativity 
between B and C and identical to P. Answers b, d, and e are incorrect. For d (Br2), the bond 
between two Br atoms will be a pure covalent bond, where there is equal sharing of the bonding 
electrons, and no dipole moment exists. For b and e, the bond polarities are reversed. In Cl-I, the 
more electronegative Cl atom will be the partial negative end of the bond dipole, with I having 
the partial positive end. In O-P, the more electronegative oxygen will be the partial negative end 
of the bond dipole, with P having the partial positive end. In the following, we used arrows to 
indicate the bond dipole. The arrow always points to the partial negative end of a bond dipole 
(which always is the most electronegative atom in the bond). 

 
 
 
 

2. Bonding between a metal and a nonmetal is generally ionic.  Bonding between two nonmetals is 
covalent, and in general, the bonding between two different nonmetals is usually polar covalent.  
When two different nonmetals have very similar electronegativities, the bonding is pure covalent 
or just covalent. 

 
 a. ionic   b. covalent  c. polar covalent 
 
 d. ionic   e. polar covalent  f. covalent 
 

3. Electronegativity values increase from left to right across the periodic table. The order of 
electronegativities for the atoms from smallest to largest electronegativity will be H = P < C < N 
< O < F. The most polar bond will be F‒H since it will have the largest difference in 
electronegativities, and the least polar bond will be P‒H since it will have the smallest difference 
in electronegativities (ΔEN = 0). The order of the bonds in decreasing polarity will be F‒H > O‒
H > N‒H > C‒H > P‒H. 

 
4. Al3+:  [He]2s22p6;   Ba2+:  [Kr]5s24d105p6;   Se2-:  [Ar]4s23d104p6 ;   I−:  [Kr]5s24d105p6 

 

5. Neon has 10 electrons; there are many possible ions with 10 electrons.  Some are  N3-, O2-, F-, 
Na+, Mg2+, and Al3+.  In terms of size, the ion with the most protons will hold the electrons the 
tightest and will be the smallest.  The largest ion will be the ion with the fewest protons.  The size 
trend is: 

 
   Al3+  <  Mg2+  <  Na+  <  F-  <  O2-  <  N3- 
   smallest   largest 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Lattice energy is proportional to -Q1Q2/r, where Q is the charge of the ions and r is the distance 
between the centers of the ions.  The more negative the lattice energy, the more stable the ionic 

Cl I O P



compound.  So greater charged ions as well as smaller sized ions lead to more negative lattice 
energy values and more stable ionic compounds. 

 
 a. NaCl; Na+ is smaller than K+.     b. LiF; F- is smaller than Cl-. 
 
 c. MgO; O2- has a greater charge than OH-.  d. Fe(OH)3; Fe3+ has a greater charge than 
              Fe2+. 
 
 e. Na2O; O2- has a greater charge than Cl-.   f. MgO; both ions are smaller in MgO. 

7. From the data given, it takes less energy to produce Mg+(g) + O-(g) than to produce  
 Mg2+(g) + O2-(g). However, the lattice energy for Mg2+O2- will be much more exothermic than 

that for Mg+O- due to the greater charges in Mg2+O2-. The favorable lattice energy term 
dominates, and Mg2+O2- forms. 

 
8. Use Figure 8.11 as a template for this problem. 

 
                  Li(s)  ®  Li(g)      ΔHsub = ? 
                 Li(g)  ®   Li+(g) + e-            ΔH = 520. kJ  
            1/2 I2(g)  ®   I(g)      ΔH = 151/2 kJ 
              I(g) + e- ®  I-(g)      ΔH = -295 kJ 
     Li+(g) + I-(g)  ®  LiI(s)      ΔH = -753 kJ     

 Li(s) + 1/2 I2(g) ®  LiI(s)           ΔH = -292 kJ 
  
  ΔHsub + 520. + 151/2 - 295 - 753 = -292,  ΔHsub = 161 kJ 
 


